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Table 1 JASPER experiments and those objectives 

Experiment Objective 

Radial Shield Attenuation 
Investigate neutron transmission through benchmark assemblies and representative mockups of 
radial shield designs 

Fission Gap Plenum 
Verifシpredictedneutron streaming effects in the fission gas plenum region of LMR-type fuel 
assemblies. 

Axial Shield 
Investigate the effectiveness of diffi巴rentgeometric designs and altemative materials for LMR axial 
shield designs. 

In-Vessel Fuel Storage (IVS) Determine source multiplication and 3-dimensional effects of in-vessel stored fuel. 

Intermediate Heat Exchanger Study activation rate distributions within intermediate h巴atexchanger (IHX) mockups 

Gap Streaming 
Investigate neutron streaming in planar and annular gaps which are representative of inter-
component spacings in the 

Flux恥1onitor Optimization ofNeutron Instrumentation System (NIS) Location. 

Special Material Confirmation of Shielding Characteristics of Zyrconium-Hydride (ZrHl. 7). 

(Vertical View) 

Fig. 1 Conceptual JASPER measur巴mentconfiguration in TS 

measurement error is within 10 %， which is mainly caused by 

the uncertainty ofthe TSR-II reactor power. 

111. Analysis Method 

Analysis was performed based on standard shie1ding 

calculation method of FBR in Japan. Fundamental flow of 

JASPER ana1ysis is illustrated in Fig.2. 

JSDJ2(7) cross section library generated from JENDL・2file(8) 

was applied to the analysis instead of JSD 100(9) library from 

ENDF!B-IV which was conventionally used.1t is by the reason 
why the JSDJ2 gives betier agreement with measured data than 

JSD 100 after penetrating various materials covering wide 
energy range(3). 

100-energy-group effective macroscopic cross sectic 

edited using RADHEAT閉 V3code system(lu). Then， one-
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dimensional Sn calculations with the 100-group cross section 

were performed to obtain regional neutron spectra， which are 
weighting function to collapse the 100-group cross section to 

21・groupcross section. The 21-group cross section was applied 

to multi-dimensional transport calculations. 

Two-dimensional Sn code DOT3.5(II)， standard code in FBR 

shielding analysis was mainly applied in the analysis， and used 
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Fig. 2 Schematic flow diagram for JASPER experimental 
analysis 








